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Which of the following connectives should be used when the comments may be expressed in

another way or an alternative proposal may be used?

In other words In spite of that All the same As a result

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following can be considered as the overall structure of an essay?

Introduction, supporting information, main development

Information, main development, alternative proposals

Introduction, development, conclusion

Presentation, supporting information, discussion

2-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Find the best compliment for this sentence:

"Many students find it difficult to read newspapers in English, therefore………………. ."

British news is found to be of most interest.

They usually read the international news first in the newspapers.

An average of five books per month is read.

Not many read one regularly.

3-

1.

2.

3.

4.

He said that he had kept that piece of gold for several years. …………….he had stolen it.

as a result in other words in spite of that hence

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A description that does not involve a process or procedure is often written in the ………… tense.

present simple passive past simple active

present simple active                                  past simple passive

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Sequence or                are important in both describing a process and reporting a procedure.

command request discuss order

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The first step in writing an essay is thinking about…………………………. .

Selecting your materials, e.g. books, chapters, articles

Understanding what is required in the essay

Finishing notes and looking through them

Deciding about the content and method of its organization

7-

1.

2.

3.

4.

The lecturer …………..name I always forget was as boring as usual this morning.

which whose whom who

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Britain is an island that …………… by the Atlantic Ocean and the North Sea. It ………… the main lands

of England, Wales, and Scotland.

is surrounded/ comprises was surrounded/ comprised

surrounds/ comprises surrounded/ comprised

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which sentence is correct?

Iceland is situated south of the Arctic Circle.

This country has mild climate.

It is located on the southern part of the plateaus.

This region comprises of different small islands.

10-

1.

2.

3.

4.

If she had enough money, she would travel around the world to see different places such as………

Lake Baikaland and ………Himalayas.

the / the         …………/…………… ……………/ the the/ …………..

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

An account or description of events in the past entails following a time sequence or ………..order

and it is called…………… .

logical/ description chronological/ narration

spatial/ exemplification strategic/ classification

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

When we describe things, we need to …………them as well, especially in academic writing so that it

perfectly …………. what we mean.

narrate/ report classify/ illustrate

define/ clear illustrate/ imagine

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following sentences can be considered as a good definition?

A square is a geometric figure which has four equal sides.

An encyclopedia gives information subjects in alphabetical order.

Bronze as an alloy has been produced from copper and tin.

A dictionary is a book like "Cobuild English Dictionary.

14-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following mistakes can be seen in this definition?

"A degree is given by a university to a student who has passed the appropriate examination."

An example is given rather than a definition.

The word to be defined or another form of it is used in the definition.

The general class or particular characteristic may be omitted from the definition.

We need to give at least one example of what we define.

15-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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It is often useful in definition to give instances; it is known as…………….

clarification explanation explication exemplification

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The number of signals that an animal can make is very limited: the general tit is…………….. .

such as           a case in point illustration for example

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The………. is normally made according to several criteria or principles on which judgments are

based.

classification comparison interpretation definition

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is FALSE?

Schools may be classified according to the pupils' age and the type of education.

Schools may be classified on the basis of the pupils' age and the type of education.

Schools may be classified such as the pupils' age and the type of education.

Schools may be classified depending on the pupils' age and the type of education.

19-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is frequently needed when studying tables and other statistical information?

Comparison and contrast cause and effect

generalization evidence and certainty

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

…………..amount of time was spent in lectures…………..in seminars.

Most/ than a greater/ than       

not so many/ as               as many/ than

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The laboratory specimens were killed …………the fluctuations in temperature.

because due

as a result of              as

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The cause of higher prices was an increase in demand." All of the following sentences have the

same meaning except……

The reason for higher prices was an increase in demand.

The demand has increased; hence, the prices are higher.

Since the demand has increased, the prices are higher.

Higher prices lead to an increase in demand.

23-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What do you suggest to make the generalization more precise?

We should use probability We should qualify them      

We have to use a classification  we have to use comparison

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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In describing the information in a graph, a trend involves a……….. and a curve involves a …….. .

Direction/position      position/direction         

shape/position           position/shape

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In developing a/an ……….., we need to express our opinion or views.

Report introduction argument preface

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 ………..often involves maki ng a summary of the main points already made.

giving a report Drawing a conclusion

Making an argument Presenting an introduction

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is called a "non-sequiture"?

A discussion that does not follow what the previous ideas have shown.

A conclusion that does not follow logically from what has been written before.

An interpretation that is generalized using the data.

The general comments that is used in describing factual information.

28-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following shows the correct framework for a research report?

Introduction, preliminaries, main body, extras, conclusion

Introduction, main body, preliminaries, extras, conclusion

Preliminaries, introduction, main body, conclusion, extras

Preliminaries, extras, introduction, main body, conclusion

29-

1.

2.

3.

4.

In which part of a research report, a brief discussion of the nature of the research and the reasons

for undertaking it are given?

The abstract              The results               

Review of the relate literature        Statement of the problem

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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